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Results of numerous studies of stability of geodetic points position in the moderate
geodynamics activity zones, which were carried out in many countries during last years,
show, that there are reliable registered variations of coordinates of points and distances
between them with diurnal and semidiurnal periods and amplitude from 0,5 up to 2 cm
for various components of vectors. Such variations are too great both for own motions of
points, and for errors of measurements estimated within the framework of models, which
are in use now. Among the factors defining partial errors of measurement of distances by
GPS methods, only two have obvious daily periodicity. It’s observable satellite
configuration and electron concentration in ionosphere. While dual frequency receivers
data processed with the help of modern scientific programs, with usage of precision orbits
and satellite clocks corrections, the influence of the configuration is minimized. Thus, a
probable source of observable periodicity can be variations of electron concentration
which are not taken into account by modern models. In particular, the measurement
equations, implemented in modern dual frequency receivers, do not take into account
refractive space straggling of radio paths with different carrier frequencies.

We should mark, that it can lead to errors of pseudorange measurements, which lead
not only to variation of experimental data of coordinates and heights of points, but also to
errors of measurement at other variants of GPS usage. For example, while getting the
ionosphere and troposphere parameters from GPS observations.

As expected, the second order refraction effects are found to be proportional to
square of an electron concentration. So, taking into consideration periodic changes (daily
variations) of electron concentration peak value, it's quite justified to assume, that the
periodic variations of  geodetic points coordinates, detected in many experiments, are
concerned with residual refraction errors of the two-frequency method. To test
supposition cited it is necessary to carry out calculations of residual errors for the phase
variant of the two-frequency method using the error model, considered in present work,
and quantitative data of ionosphere parameters during the execution of geodetic
measurements.


